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                                                       How Silver Technology Kills Pathogens 

First Line of Defense ~ A crystalline Barrier Nuturell has designed a natural mechanism within the formulation 
that creates a positive crystalline barrier that draws the microbial life forms to itself and punctures the cell wall 
that will cause the pathogens to bleed out and die; this process is considered a mechanical kill. 


Second Line of Defense ~ Silver Technology Nuturell’s Silver technology will block the bacterial respiratory 
system and thereby destroy the energy production of the cell. In the end, the bacterial cell membrane will burst, 
and the bacteria will be destroyed; another form of a mechanical kill. Description Steps of Pathogen Death 1) 
The Silver Ions (AG+) bind to the pathogens cell wall; blocking transportation of RNA to and from the cell. 2) 
Silver technology attacks the respiratory system of the pathogen; destroying the energy of production. 3) Within 
the cell wall of the bacteria the silver technology terminates all cell division which prevents pathogen replication. 


DETAILED EXPLANATION The Nuturell product is composed of Silver Nano’s, Inert Salts, Water and an Inert 
Charged substance that forms a protective shield that maintains an 14 day efficacy that keeps on killing until the 
inert charged substance is worn down.  

Lasts 14 Days 



 

 

New Covid variant Omicron 
 

The new Omicron variant is another form of the SARS CoV-2 coronavirus viral, with a 
crown-like spike protein structure giving its name. 
Virologists and Epidemiologists have detected and identified this new variant as B.1.1.529. 
 
This variant has a large number of mutations, some of which are very concerning. 
Preliminary evidence suggests an increased risk of reinfection with this variant, as 
compared to previous mutations. The number of cases of this variant appears to 
be increasing in almost all provinces in South Africa. Current SARS-CoV-2 PCR diagnostics 
continue to detect this variant.  
 
Nuturell Surface Shield's clinically proven formula is 99.9% effective against the Human 
Coronavirus oc43. Unfortunately, despite numerous existing worldwide distribution of 
coronavirus vaccinations and boosters shots, along with potent antivirals and antibiotics, 
and other antimicrobial means, these new virals and their variants are still a significant 
cause of morbidity and mortality in the world today. 
 
Nuturell developed a unique silver ion-based solution chemically free that will eliminate all 
forms of pathogens without any chemical resistants from these new variants because the 
technology is based upon a mechanical and not chemical kill. Pathogens build up chemical-
resistant a natural immunity from these harsh and dangerous chemicals that man has been 
able to create; this is a massive concern for the future of humanity.  
 

In my humble opinion, I believe that Nuturell Surface Shield is the only way to kill and 

destroy current forms of the SARS CoV-2 Viral and its variants.  

 

Mark Byron Lane Ph.D. CE (Nano Scientist) 

CEO / President 

Nuturell Corporation 

mark@nuturell.com                                                                                                                                                                        
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Historical Timeline of Product

2014 – Product developed for the military to allow OUR forces to combat Ebola.  The 
product effectively kills the viral pathogen while maintaining a shielded area for 
operational forces to function without being infected.

2019 – Product is authorized to be disseminated for public use due in part to the H1N1 
and SARS related infections.  

2020 – EPA filing occurred with the sole purpose of allowing the use of the word 
Disinfectant on the label. Reprinted for you is what the current status is:

CURRENT PRODUCT EPA STATUS

The EPA has awarded Nuturell:

Nuturell is an approved EPA Establishment ~ 97456-DE-1 Database posted Listing. 

Nuturell is a registered product ~ 97456-R 

Nuturell doesn’t have a designation to an EPA Approved List ~ N, L

Product Statement 

I have a full understanding of this amazing technology and how it works, but for the likes 
of it, how the silver nano particles remain suspended evenly throughout the liquid is 
technology that is highly guarded.  In fact; it needs to remain with Nuturell indefinitely.  

With the current state of affairs on this planet, viral’s and pathogens created to interfere 
with sovereignty’s ability to function unimpeded is a serious matter.  

This brings to light the most important aspect of this product!



                 100% Chemical Free Formula 

  Non-Toxic Formulation

• Non-Pesticide - Nuturell Contains No Conventional Pesticide Chemicals To 
  Regulate  

• Non-Chemical - Nuturell Surface Shield Contains No Chemicals 

• Not Department of Transportation Regulated 

• 100% Inert Basic Solution Complete 

• Not EPA Regulated - No EPA Jurisdiction over Non-Toxic Formulated Products 

•  EPA - Requires No Data Submission, Nor any Data Matrix For Non-Toxic 
Formulated Products 

• Not FDA Regulated - No FDA Jurisdiction over Non-Toxic Formulated Products 
Conclusion 



CHEMICAL KILL vs MECHANICAL KILL 

CHEMICAL KILL – A method used to apply a liquid substance over a surface that 
smothers and suffocates a viral or pathogen; using a chemical substance such as 
bleach or Quaternary ammonium compounds that has limited time of efficacy. 

As long as the substance remains in a liquid state it can be effective in preventing 
reproduction.  Reproduction is referred to as replication.  Chemical substances must 
be regulated due to the harmful effects to the environment and human exposure.

MECHANICAL KILL – A method designed to penetrate the outer membrane of a viral or 
pathogen causing it to die and prevent any possible replication.  

NUTURELL is a liquid product that effectively utilizes a mechanical kill that keeps on 
killing the viral or pathogen for a specific period of time.  Currently the product lasts 30 
days except in high traffic areas.  14 days in high traffic areas is the current tested 
period.  



                    
                      How NSS With Silver Technology Kills Pathogens 

First Line of Defense ~ A crystalline Barrier Nuturell has designed a natural mechanism 
within the formulation that creates a positive crystalline barrier that draws the microbial life 
forms to itself and punctures the cell wall that will cause the pathogens to bleed out and die; 
this process is considered a mechanical kill. 

Second Line of Defense ~ Silver Technology Nuturell’s Silver technology will block the 
bacterial respiratory system and thereby destroy the energy production of the cell. In the 
end, the bacterial cell membrane will burst, and the bacteria will be destroyed; another form 
of a mechanical kill. 

Description Steps of Pathogen Death 

1) The Silver Ions (AG+) bind to the pathogens cell wall; blocking transportation of RNA to 
and from the cell. 

2) Silver technology attacks the respiratory system of the pathogen; destroying the energy 
of production. 

3) Within the cell wall of the bacteria the silver technology terminates all cell division which 
prevents pathogen replication. 

DETAILED EXPLANATION

The Nuturell product is composed of Silver Nano’s, Inert Salts, Water and an Inert 
Charged substance that forms a protective shield that maintains an efficacy that keeps 

on killing until the inert charged substance is worn down.  









 

Nuturell, Scientifically Proven and 100% Natural, Kills Coronavirus on 
Surfaces for 14 Days With One Application 

AP NEWS 
PRESS RELEASE:  

Nuturell, Scientifically Proven and 100% Natural, Kills 
Coronavirus on Surfaces for 14 Days With One 
Application 
March 16, 2021 

BOERNE, Texas--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Mar 16, 2021-- 

Nuturell has formulated an unparalleled 100% natural liquid surface shield 
that kills 99.9% of Coronavirus, mold, fungi, algae and other pathogens for 14 
days after only one application. 

Nuturell creates a non-toxic “green” barrier over hard and soft surfaces. It has 
the consistency of water, no smell, no scent, dries clear in 30 seconds and 
cannot be washed off. EPA-accredited Sanders Laboratories found that 
Nuturell kills pathogens on interior and exterior surfaces and fabrics for 14 
days. 

This first-of-its-kind product is available in large totes to businesses and in 
consumer-sized sprays and wipes through www.nuturell.com. 

Current customers include White Glove Sanitation, which services 
the military, and Medivolve, a publicly traded company. 

How Nuturell Works 

Traditional disinfectants use various poisonous chemicals, resulting in a 
“chemical kill” that is harmful to humans, animals, and plants. 

Nuturell’s proprietary “green” surface shield technology converts into an 
invisible coat of stabilized silver ions, which “mechanically” kills pathogens. 

 

 

 

https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fnuturell.com&esheet=52396370&newsitemid=20210316005215&lan=en-US&anchor=Nuturell&index=2&md5=344bab505799b33739b88eade59928a3
https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nuturell.com&esheet=52396370&newsitemid=20210316005215&lan=en-US&anchor=Nuturell&index=3&md5=c0059cd49b5452932124b4ee34794e28
https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fnuturell.com%2Ftest.pdf&esheet=52396370&newsitemid=20210316005215&lan=en-US&anchor=Sanders+Laboratories&index=4&md5=12c40778619f7716cab25070f9e7752f
https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nuturell.com&esheet=52396370&newsitemid=20210316005215&lan=en-US&anchor=www.nuturell.com&index=5&md5=460a6e72bd5a9fa48163b03784494ac7
https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nuturell.com&esheet=52396370&newsitemid=20210316005215&lan=en-US&anchor=Nuturell&index=6&md5=1f218c20299a0fad7bb799c6e4b16d03


Key Markets 

• Offices, hospitals, warehouses, schools, hotels, public buildings. 
Nuturell’s 14-day efficacy against Coronavirus with one 30 second 
application slashes sanitizing costs. 

• Consumers who want a safe, toxic-free home with a cost-effective 
“green” product. 

Endorsements 

“As a medical director at nursing facilities with COVID-19 patients, I love 
being able to both cleanse and protect myself quickly and easily with a non-
toxic silver-based anti-microbial compound like Nuturell. I spray it on my 
hands and clothes, stethoscope, and lab jacket.” 
Jay Harms, MD 

“Nuturell is the gold standard for a safe and natural surface protection created 
by science. The proof is in the data in which the careful embodiment of natural 
components, while being 100% nontoxic, are remarkably effective despite 
containing no chemicals.” 
Annabelle Manalo Morgan, PhD, Cell and Developmental Biologist 

“We did some serious research on Nuturell Surface Shield and found there was 
simply nothing like it ever made, totally “green” and kills 99.9 % of all 
pathogens. White Glove has incorporated Nuturell in all of our product lines.” 
Roger Dinkens, CEO, White Glove Sanitation 

  

• EPA Establishment Number 97456-DE-1 
• Green Science 
• Nanotechnology 
• Environmentally Safe 
• 14 Day Efficacy against Coronavirus and viral pathogens 

www.nuturell.com 

View source version on 
businesswire.com:https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210316005
215/en/ 

CONTACT: Media Contact 

Copyright Business Wire 2021. 

 

https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nuturell.com&esheet=52396370&newsitemid=20210316005215&lan=en-US&anchor=www.nuturell.com&index=7&md5=0e366fee2250ddf42769fdea5e7d69d2
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210316005215/en/
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210316005215/en/
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